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SPECIAL FACULyy·SECTION; TENURE,
SALARIES • BEGINS ON PAGE ·FIVE
Unnatural acts to be performed by
men in gym Friday
see page 12
World class runner
now in training at
WSU for '76
Olympics
see page 11
Food stamp harder
for students to get
by JimPritchard

Or David Matual

Why is he smiling? See page 5

New. regulations, which have
been passed on the federal level
and are being revised at the state
level, may not make it easier for
students to qualify for food
stamps, but will "define things
more specifically than in the
past" (in regard to who can
qualify), said Mr Stubenrauch of
the Department of Agriculture
in Montgomery county.
The regulations which con
trolled the qualifications for
food stamps had been of a gen
eral manner and had left most of
the deciding factors up to the
social workers, said
Stubenrauch. Now they will
have more specific guidelines to
make their job a little easier.
Stubenrauch said it was "ba
sically a minor change."
The food stamp program was
started as a pilot program in the
Department of Agriculture
during the Kennedy administra
tion, which funded it by revenue
from taxes collected by the de
partment. It is now run on a
local level, but is still funded and

regulated by the federal govern
ment.
The regulation as it pertained
to students was explained by
Bonnie O'Neil, food program
3pecialist, food stamp division,
Department of Agriculture..
"If an individual, who is 18 or
above, is enrolled in higher edu
cation and is claimed as a depen
dent of a household which is
ineligible for assistance and is
given 50% or more support by
the household, (then) he is not
eligible for assistance," said
O'Neil.
This includes those students
which are living on their own,
yet are receiving aid from their
parents in the form of money
for schooling, food, rent, and
other expenses.
Students planning on seeking
assistance should go to the
Riebold building in Dayton. In
formation needed will be family
income, household size, amount
of assets, and verification of
your expenses.
For further information, call
the Food Stamp office at

225-4789.

Battery jumps
available--sometimes
by Gail Snyder

Celeste favors students on trustees
by M T Willis

·

fielded were about his position
on recent legislation.
Richard Celeste, Democratic
Celeste said that he voted in
candidate for lieutenant gover
favor of House Bill 1090, which
nor, said last week that he favors would have drastically revised
the idea of students sitting on Ohio's drug abuse laws, because
the boards of trustees of state although it is not perfect, it
universities.
could have been worse.
Following in the campaign
"On the balance, considering
foctsteps of Governor John J what we could get through the /
Gilligan, who appeared at WSU legislature, I think it was a
several weeks ago, Celeste made pretty good bill ," he said.
a pitch for his own candidacy
When he spoke at WSU , Gov
and answered a few student GilligaQ admitted that he had
questions during a brief appear
reservations about HB 1090,
ance at the University center.
which died in a Senate Commit
Celeste suggested that students tee when the Ohio legislature
could be appointed as trustees adjourned for the upcoming
even though this is not a provi elections.
sion of Ohio law. He thinks that
Gilligan stated that some of
it is unlikely that such a law the penalties in the bill were
would be passed by the Ohio "spectacular" and constitu
legislature.
tionally questionable. Celeste
When asked what he could do noted that some of the longer
as lieutenant governor to ap
sentences were "misconceived."
point students to trustee boards, He believes that these will be
, he answered, "Bend the Gov
reduced if a similar bill is resur
ernor's ear."
rected in the legislature.
Celeste added that his senior
Among other provisions, HB
partner is "sympathetic" to the 1090 would have required maxi
idea. "I think it will be easier for mum prison sentences without
him (Gilligan) to do it in his the possibility of probation,
second term."
parole, or shock therapy for
Celeste has served two terms in drug pushers.
the Ohio House of Representa
Celeste was asked if he expec
tives. When the Democrats took ted a strong party charter regu
control of the House in 1972.the larizing party membership when
Cleveland native became House the Democratic National Party
majority whip. Two questions he convenes in December.
"It's wishful thinking to think
f!-!·:'!»:«=:·X::~::::::::::::-:m;m~~=~=m:m:~=~=~=·~·~·:-:»::::::-:~~

Colosseum Night Clup

that we'll unify our party," the
candidate answered. "The nature
of our party is disorderly. The
nature of our party is untidy. If
we tried to write a highly spe
cific charter we'd have every
body walking out but the draft
ing committee."

Tricky Dick:
or treat

something. Suppose the car fell
on them while we were changing
their tire? They would most
likely sue the university," said
Lee.
· So remember to turn your
lights off before leaving the car
and keep the battery charged.
Also watch out for that ticket
toting Cushman.

"We don't like to sponsor
habitual battery jumps," said
Officer Charles Lee, an em
ployee of the Wright State Secu
rity department.
With the onset of cold
weather, WSU students are keep
ing Security busy with numerous
dead batteries every day.
"I'd say on the average ten Woman
moves house
students a day" request the assis
tance of the campus police in
ELM, England (UPI) ·· When
the jumping of their car battery, Gillian Rawson told her widow
observed Lee.
ed mother to pack her things
Most everyone at WSU has and move closer to the family,
surely noticed the funny little 71 - year - old Grace Drew took
car, truck or whatever, slowly her daughter at her word. She
cruising through the parking brought everything - including
lots, stopping only long enough her house.
to let the driver place a ticket on
Rawson's husband Derek and
cars.
nine other construction workers
Well, as Ripley says, "believe it loaded Drew's frame house onto
or not," but that strange vehicle a truck, hauled it 10 miles and
has another use. It is known as a put it in the Rawson family
Cushman generator and its main garden, where Drew is to live.
purpose is to jump car batteries.
A mechanical wonder, the Garbage truck not tank
Cushman takes only from une to
five minutes to jump a car.
SHEPWAY, England (UPI) ··
However, that's not what takes Damon Robinson says he is not
up the time-it's waiting for upset about being fired as a
Security to show up after in
garbage truck driver for the local
formed of the problem.
council.
Said Lee, "Jumping a car is
On Monday last week he drove
our lowest priority, and rightly his truck into a ditch. On
so. Battery jumping is a service Wednesday he ran it into a brick
and people shouldn't get upset wall. On Thursday the clutch on
when we can't always do it his truck burned out. On Friday,
immediately."
he tipped the truck over in a
Security does not perform any country lane.
other emergency services either,
"I don't feel bad about them
such as changing a tire, etc.
kicking me out," said Damon, a
"There's enough legal stuff in former British Army tank driver.
just jumping a car for someone, "I don't think I'm a good driver
much less changing a _ tire or any more."

CHICAGO (UPI) -- Richard
Nixon is picking up popularity
among the trick or treat set.
Frieda Fenster, owner of a
Chicago novelty shop, said she
has already sold out her supply
of Nixon masks, though the big
business doesn't start until two
weeks before Halloween.
"I sold out all the Nixon
masks I had last week and all the
supply houses seem to be out of
them, too," Fenster said.
"I guess it's the Watergate
thing, or the resignation, or
both, that made the difference
this year. We only sold a few last
year."

Abortion Information Service
VERY CLOSE TO AREA
Assisting 1 to 24 Week Pregnancy

3718 WILMINGTON PIKE

Ope.n Every ~ight But Sunda

Terminated ~y Licensed Physicians
Immediate Arrangements

7:30 - 2:30-18 and Up

will Qe _m ade with no hassel

Area's Only - 
Quadraphonic Night Club

For your convenience open even on Sunday Momilg

CALL COLLECT - 24 HOUR SERVICE.

1

Must have proper attire to be admitted

CLIP THIS AD FOR FREE BEER
[One per customer]
I
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21-6-631-1557

Computer science gets master's
Computer Science majors may
now get their Masters in Com
puter Science at Wright State,
according to Dr James Brande
berry, chairer of the Computer
Science department.
"The Wright State program is
for students with extensive com
puter experience or with a
bachelor's degree in Computer
Scien~e," said Brandeberry.

FAIRBORN
CAMERA
I

NIKON
PENTAX
VIVITAR
MUJOLTA

OLYMPUS
CANON
KONICA

MAMJYA

Quality Equipment
At Discount Prices

TRADES WELCOMED
Complete
Darkroom

Supplies

14 E. MAIN ST.
878-4392
HOURS: 9-6 except Wed. & Sun.

"The University of Dayton
will continue to serve students
with little background who are
making the transition to Com
puter Science from some other
discipline. The · WSU program
complements the Master of
Computer Science professional
degree offered by UD,'' Brande
berry added.
Brandeberry also noted that
WSU "already offers 15 graduate
courses in Computer Science,
and more will be added next
year following the hiring of 3 or
4 more faculty members."
A minimum of 45 quarter
hours plus thesis is required for
the program. It will include a
core of courses in computer
organization, operating systems,
system simulation, systems pro
gramming, and compiler design
and construction. Students may
specialize in either computer
engineering or computing sys
tems.

WSU equipment includes an
IBM 360/65; some DEC mm1
computers; PDP 11/05 with
disk, line printer and card
reader; and a graphics processor
GT 40. WSU is currently devel
oping a microprocessor labora
tory to strengthen the hardware
option.
Developed in cooperation with
UD, the program will include an
interchange of faculty between
the two departments. A UD fac
ulty member will teach inter
active programming during win
ter quarter at WSU.
WSU students and faculty will
have access to UD's UNIVAC
Series 70/7 computer via six
remote terminals.
UD- WSU pooling of resources
is possible through funds appro
priated in House Bill 86 which
enables state universities to con
tract for services with private
schools.

NEW YORK (UPI) -- What
would the average New Yorker
do if he saw an electric sign
outside a bank flashing the warn
ing "Robbery in Progress"?
That's what Chemical Bank
hopes to find out.
Chembank Monday unveiled
its "Hold-up Alert - Local
Transmission" HALT, a new

alarm system which utilizes an
exterior flashing sign to alert
passersbys if a robbery is taking
place.
Inside the bank, staff members
also will be alerted by special
devices if any teller station is
being robbed, the spokesman
said, and, as in the past, the
alarm system will trigger the
usyal silent alarm network.

~~~1•'•'~:11~~

Carlin Audio ·Goes On
Record (Or Ta~e, If You
Prefer) Again: Everything
In Our Store Is There
Because It's Good
$314.50

-

When you are shopping for a fine component music system,
you want to purchase a system that you won 1t be di satisfied with
in a year"or so. Our $315 system is such a system. The $315
system is based around the new ADVENT /2 loudspeakers. To
power the ADVENT 1s we recommend the SANSUI 21 O stereo
recei~er. It produces eleven watts of RMS power per channel,
and has a very sensitive tuner. We include a GLENBURN 211 O
automatic changer with base, dust cover and a SHURE M-75E
magnetic cartridge with a diamond stylus. The GLENBURN wi 11
tracks at I ess than three grams so th2t it w i 11 treat your records
gently. The total price of this system is $377.95, but we at
Carlin Audio are offering it for only $314.50. Audition this
tremendous system value at either location of GENE WHIPPS
CARLIN AUDIO, just across the bridge at 323 Salem Avenue
and five blocks north of Dorothy Lane at 2520 Far Hi I ls Avenue.
GENE WHIPPS CARLIN AUDIO, THE PROFESSIONAL PLACE
TO GO FOR COMPONa.JT STEREO EQL:llPMENT.

©

Campus

Happen ings
monday, october 28
physics dept - 231 Fawcett, 12:15 pm. materials seminar,
"dislocation-point defect interaction," dr richar schwartz,
university of illinois
university center board-10-4, lobby, university center.
continuous showings of the original silent film zorro. showings
continue through november 1.
tuesday, october 29
kappa delta pi-concert hall, creative arts center, 8: 00 pm. open
public meeting. dr jack frymier, editor of the educational forum, will
speak on "motivation." kappa delta pi is a national education
honorary fraternity.
wednesday, october 30
center for law school advising-10:30-12:00, 465 allyn. jack
grosse, dean of chase college of law will talk about chase and legal
and prelegal education. students interested in attending should call
robert wood ext 1275.
thursday, october 31
ski club-9:30 pm, 045 university center. regular meeting.
friday, november 1
university center board-4: 30-8: 00, main gym. emmett kelly jr
circus. admission one dollar for children under 12, two dollars for a:l
area students, $2.75 for others. tickets available at university center
ticket counter.
·
sunday, november 3
university center board- 6:30-8:45, oelman auditorium. ucb
cinema scarecrow. admission one dollar.
monday, november 4
physics dept-231 fawcett, 12: 15 pm seminar, "equilibrium
properties of a superfluid separator for enriching concentration of
helium three," dr thomas listerman, wsu.

Book theft problem increases
by Bambi Chapman
Book thefts have become an
ever increasing problem in uni
versity libraries throughout the
state, and Wright State's no
exception.
An inventory taken about two
years ago revealed a book loss of
over 5%.
To remedy this situation, the
library will be installing anti
theft devices at a cost of about
$30,000. It will be an electronic
system which is sensitive to a
metalfic strip placed on the
inside of each book. When a
book is checked out, the strip
will be de-sensitized, and books
that aren't de-sensitized will set
off an alarm system.
Ohio University and the Uni
versity of Akron are among
other Ohio schools that have
already tried out the system, and
WSU library officials hope to
have the system in readiness by
the end of Christmas -vacation.
They are convinced that it will
cut down considerably on thefts.
Nevertheless, the system may
present a problem itself. "The
engineer who designed the
system told me that motorized

wheelchairs will trip the alarm"
said Assistant Library dean John
Webb.
.,
"Pacemakers won't set the
alarm off, but the motor on
wheelchairs create a de field that
does. We can however bypass the
system, and that's what we'll
have to do."

Rich man loses bet
AIR
FORCE
ACADEMY,
Colo. (UPI) -- Texas billionaire
Ross Perot, a graduate of the
Naval Adademy, lost more than
pride Saturday when the Mid
shipmen went down to Air
Force in a football clash. He lost
money.
Perot had a wager with the
Colorado cadets that if the Mid
dies got sunk he'd pay up with
vacations for 40 Air Force stu
dents and their dates.
Navy lost 19-16, and the
cadets, whose names were cho
sen from a barrel during half
time, are trying to decide where
to go.
But Perot's loss was also
Navy's loss -- the several hundred
Midshipmen who entered the
wager will have to get haircuts.

·~RAINBOW~
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Push 75 budgets
? Budget proposals fo r student organization s
shOuld be submitted by the end of this year.
In the past student organization s have re
ceived the shaft while the intercollegi ate
sports program has taken bigger_incre ases.
This year, student organization s received
some .breathing space, but several organiza
tions like NEXUS, WWSU, and ICC still suffer. ·
The university may also have to deal with
increases in costs due to inflation . .,
Student organization s need to go en. masse
to the administrati on to lobby for their cause.
Without these organization s, student activities
on campus woulp be worse that they are now,
if such a thing can be imagines.
Let's don't stop now. We need to improve
some more, if only to catch up with the
sports programs.

Faculty salaries
The story which we are publishing in this
issue on faculty salaries was not done out of
any sense of scandal or muckraking as some
may think.
We just thought the _information wo~ld be
by Gary Floyd
of inte~est to .the campus community and a fine
reference for the people who help may those
Law enforcement, like every
vocation from medicine to sani
salaries- the students and the taxpayers.
tary engineering, has had to
We know the community will take it as it
undergo change. These changes
is intended, and not as any vague criticism
have not only been technologi
of "journalisti c irresponsib ility", .whatever
cal, but procedural as well.
that is.
To be inflexible to these

Holy Escubedo, Batman

Inflation politics proof
President Ford' s view that a democratic
ally controlled Congress could destroy peace
is out of hand . The only peace that such a
Congress could destroy would be the peace of
the rich, who would probably see .some of those
tax loopholes they've been enjoying taken
away.
We don't think, though, that it would make
much difference whether we have a democratic
ally controlled Congress or a Republican
·president. Both parties have shown an extreme
inability to control inflation, to create
a fair tax system, or to prevent such US
imperialism that occurs in Latin America,
Vietnam, Samoa, and Africa.
The two parties have already created a
disaster in national government, and any
statements by Ford about democrats in Congress
should be viewed with a grain of salt.

Colone.I G·len hazard
While driving on the access ro.ad to
Colonel Glenn, don't take your eyes off
the road. To do so could result in
the loss of a few hundred dollars and
the mobility of some limbs.
The light poles on the access road
are fortified with thick cement, some
only a foot off the road and 27 inchess
·off the shoulder.
When planning the road, some factors
that were obviously not considered
was rain and snow, which have a tendency
to make cars slide, and human nature,
which in a second of carelessness
could cause a car to
off the road.
The University should take some .
steps to either move the poles farther
back from the road, or replace the
poles_· w1~h t)J:e new breakaway vari~·ty:~_ :_ «··.

go

changes is to invite catastrophe,
as was demonstrated recently in
Gotham City, when Commis
sio ner Gordo n su m moned
Am erica's top crimefighters,
Batman and Robin.
" You called, Commissioner?"
the Caped Crusader queried as
he entered Gordon's office.
"Yes, you idiot" the Commis.sioner replied. "We had to
release the Joker from custody.
It seems Dynamic Duo, that
after arresting him, you failed to
read him his rights." "Holy
Miranda" the Boy Wonder
exclaimed.
"I don't mind an occassional
error," Gordon said "but this is
the third hoodlum we've had to
release this month. Last week we
had to turn Mr Freeze loose
because you wouldn't let him

see his lawyer, and before that,
· in beating Penguin senseless, you
used excessive force. That
American Civil Liberties union
lawyer had him back on the
street before we could even get
mug shots."
"Holy William 0 Douglas" said
Robin. "We goofed again."
"Well,. it's your own fault, "
the Commissioner said in unsym
pathetic t ones, " if your
conviction rate is zero. These ate
fundamental principles of
criminal procedure known to
most seniors in high school.
" Furthermore," Gordon con
tinued, "the police have long
since learned to work within the
framework of the Warren Court
decision, and ,it turns out that
most of these liberal inter
pretations of civil liberties make
for pretty good law."
·
"Wow" Batman wondered
aloud "I wonder if Superman
has these problems?"
"You bet your cape" Gotham
City's finest said. "You know
how Superman thinks it's cute
to bust thru walls? Well, he
pulled that number . at Lex

Luther's house the other day,
and when the judge found out
that Superman forgot to bring a
search warrant, Luther went free
and Superman got a 30 day
suspension from the Justice
league. The Man of Steel may be
more powerful than a loco
motive, but he's a legal neander
thal. ' ~
"Well old chum," said the
caped crusader to Robin " it
looks like we're going to have to
do some homework. "
" Indeed," the Commissioner
snapped. "Haven't either of you
ever heard of Escubedo or Mapp
vs Ohio?"
"Well ," the Boy Wonder said,
"the Riddler had me suspended
over a cauldron of boiling oil the
day my class discussed civil liber
ties in Civics, and"
"No more excuses,"
interrupted Gordon, "the Egg
ead has escaped from prison. Go
out and, nab him, and make it
stick."
"We can't right now" Batman
said "we're due in court. See,
Catwoman filed a false arrest
suit against us and .....

------ --·

ST LOUIS, Mo (UPI) -- Fre
quent sexual intercourse can be
an effective method of birth
control, according to. sex re
searchers Masters and Johnson.
Drs William H Masters and
Virginia E Johnso~ said frequent"
sex reduces the male's sperm
count and the chance of impreg
nating the· female drops accord
ingly.
· Speaking at" the annual conven
tion of the Planned Parenthood
federation Friday, Masters cited
the case of a young couple-who
me, complete with all contents. engaged in intercourse three
times a day and went to the
It is very gratifying and comfort
ing when one witnesses such Masters and Johnson laboratory
actions based upon honesty and in St Louis to ask why the wife
moral values. They would accept did not get pregnant.
no reward-they just wanted to
A test showed the husband
To the editor:
had a very low sperm count.
do the right thing.
I did and do feel very inade- Masters said the couple was ad
Last Monday ' evening I care .quate in expressing my thanks to vised to wait at least 36 hours
lessly left my purse in a hallway them. I can only pray that their between each act of intercourse
in Millett. I would like to public good deed will be returned to during the wife's fertile .period.
ly thank the two young ladies th.em ten...'...fold.
Within two months she had.con·
who found and returned it to

· Norma Staats ceived.

Voices

from the

wilderness

a ri s, .t nure big facuity issues at WSU
Salaries weighted
to chairers, dea·ns
by Bob Zeid
(Editor's note: The statistics
outlined in the story were
gathered from 344 contracts of
full - time faculty .)

by Tracey Jayne Thompson

system (of education) is much
better than the Georgia system."
Wright State has added many
Living only eight minutes from
new faculty members to its
WSU, he said faculty-student
rosters, and in a random w relationships
are
hard
to
sampling (choosing every third
determine in such a short time.
name until I had ten names), the
"Everybody
is
very
Guardian talked to a few of
professional in their attitude
them to get their impressions on
toward students and problems,"
a variety of matters.
Pruett said. He also says the
Political science instructor
atmosphere is different from
Perry Moore likes the campus
UG .
but fo r no special reason , he
"This is an urban school with
said. He did say that "this
first generation college students,
department
is
particularly
while UC is fifth or sixth
co ngenial and very friendly
generat ion stu dents who go
which is one reason why I came"
primarily for academics. Here,
from the University of Texas at
tpe emphasis is on getting a
Austin. " I really couldn't say
job. "
anything in particular at this
Accoun t anc y
t e acher
time since I have only been here
Lawrence Kreiser currently lives
about three weeks."
in Cincinnati but still feels that
Dr William Rickert, of speech
the location of WSU will be
communication, said "both the
inconvenient no matter where he
faculty
and
students
are
moves. While working on his
considerably friendlier" and that
doctorate at the University of
there is "good interaction
Cincinnati, he was also a
between faculty and students."
part-time instructor.
Rickert said the people in the
Kreiser said Wright State has a
library had been "most helpful
beautiful
campus ,
nice
to me and my students." The
buildings," and is " nicely
only
disadvantage
is
the landscaped." He also said
location, he lives on Oakwood's because of the large number of
south side and it takes him
part-time students he believes
about 30 minutes to get here.
there is less com munication
" It is not terribly convenient for
be t wee n
s t uden ts
and
instructors.
some people I have talked to but
Dr
La r r y
not too bad for me," he said.
Chance
of
.
The speech department's new econ·o mics, is enthusiastic over
chairman, Dr Robert Pruett, is the
" modern
and
good'.'
from the University of Georgia equipment (in the PE building)
and believes that the "Ohio . in terms of faculty and student

availability and variety. Dr
Chance taught at California
State at Northridge last year and
believ:.es the two schools are
"comparable" since Cal State is
also a commuter c9llege.
A Fairborn resident, Chance
said WSU will be "much more
convenient when Airway Road
becomes four lanes." He also
said that " parking is a sore spot"
and that the "girls are better
looking here. "

Spiegel says:

Tenure a Complex subject
Connie Buckenroth
The Wright State University
Faculty handbook describes
tenure as "commitment by the
university to a sequence of
annual appointments, such a
sequence being terminated only
by resignation, retirement, re
moval for cause, or financial
exigency."

Andrew Spiegel, Vice President
and Provost discussedproblemsof
tenure.
·
"The three catagories in promo
tion of tenure are teaching, re
search, and community service,"
Spiegel explained. "The great
difficulty is determining teaching
ability despite the fact that there
are questions with respect to the
students evaluation of teaching
as .a part ofthe material presented,
it is still dif~icult in any objective
. sense to be as certain as we would
like to be of either teaching ability
or lack of it," siad Spiegel.
"The catagory concerning
indicate a growing rebelliousness community service means intern
by MT Willis
among the people, especially the ally in the university serving on
committees, writing reports,
Students at Moscow University young.
Matual,
WSU
assistant serving on the academic council,
have begun to heckle some of
the Communist Party hacks who professor of modern languages, doing the things that the faculty
appear on campus to lecture on spent 10 weeks at Moscow must do to participate in govern
University participating in a ments."
Party doctrine.
"This occasionally substitutes to
" Long
live Solzhenitsyn" cultural exchange program for
graffiti can be found carved into language teachers. In addition to some degree for perhaps some
his language studies, he tried to research," said Spiegel.
desk tops at the university.
And even inside the Kremlin's observe as much of the routine "Externally it would mean a
walls the aroma of marijuana can of Soviet living as he could. The faculty member who was doing
professor
qualifies
the work in the community that was
sometimes be smelled.
Heckling, graffiti, and dope impressions he brought back, to the benefit of the university,
doing research for a city, a
.
may be commonplace on though.
"First, remember that I was .faculty member who was
American campuses. But in the
Soviet Union, according to Dr living at a university, a special spending a great deal of time in
community activities could count
David Matual, these small signs [Continued on page 6]

Matual finds unrest
among Moscow youth

Rita Klarquist, Assistant Di
rector of Budget, said Wright
State 1974-7 5 school year was
budgeted for 440 faculty posi
tions. Some of the faculty don't
think the money's going where it
should .
"I think the pay is out of
proportion for administrators,','
said Robert Terrebone, Assistant
Professor of Linguistics.
Eugene Cantelupe, Dean of
Liberal Arts, earns $32,000. His
t hree assistant deans, Paul
Merriam, Mark Sirkin and Alan
Spetter make $17 ,000, $15,000 ,
$1 9,700 respectively. The deans
of the other colleges are drawing
salaries close to that of
Cantelupe's. Roger Iddings,
Dean of Education, makes
$28,000 while Brian Hutchings,
Dean of Science and Engineer
ing, makes $31,800. Sam
Barone, Dean of Business and
Administration, earns $30,000.
Andrew Spiegel, Executive
Vice- President and Provost, de
f ended the administrators
salaries. "You can't attract the
best administration without in
creasing the pay," he said.
" We're losing some people be-

cause we can 't pay them
enough."
"Another factor that always
comes int o the salary picture is
what the general market is for
them on the outside. In business,
in certain areas, they count very
high. " Spiegel said Cantelupe's
salary was justifiable because he
was the senior dean. " With
·espect to Hutchings, his salary
s high because of his work ,
which meant his original salary
was quite high. " He continued
by saying salaries have increased
since the school was young and
ttte staff was more inexperi
enced, instructors and assistant
professors.
The College of Liberal Arts
employs the largest body <)f
full-time fa culty (1 28), but its
salaries are significantly less in
comparison to the ot her three
colleges. The 29 instructors
averaged the same $10,350 pay
as the 10 instructors in Science
and Engineering.
Science and Engineering had
the highest average for assis·cant
professors ($18 ,543) and full
professors ($23,432). Business
and Administration paid the
highest average for associate pro
fessors ($18,783).
Individual contracts of the
Science and Business schools
were significantly larger in pay
than Liberal Arts or Education.
(Contlmied on page 8]

to whether a faculty member
should receive tenure," Spiegel
continued.
"Personally," said Spiegel, "my
own view is that the whole
subject of tenure is one of the
most complicated in the univer
sity community and goes beyond
any specific case. The problems
of course is the fact that with the
leveling off of enrolllnients the
university is not hiring as many
new, younger faculty memb.e rs
and because we are not, an in
creasingly large number of the
members of our faculty are
getting tenure," Spiegel said.
"This has broadened the ques
tion of whether there is an
alternative to tenure, whether
tenure should be illuminated
which in practice has not worked

very well or three yean contracts
.has been discussed where as at
the end of that period the faculty
member would be· reviewed by a
· committee," said Spiegel.
"The committed college profes
sor who takes his work seriously
is not affected by _tenure at all.
The problem comes with those
few cases where the faculty
member does not fulfill a profes
sional responsibility of tenure;
however; the school does become
more rigid and less flexible,"
Spiegel cont inued.
- When asked what wer e the ad
vantages and disadvantages of
being granted tenure, Spiegel
replied, "The advantage of being
granted tenure is when a p~rson
[Continued on page 7]

Klein a vetern of WSU
years he then worked as a physi
ological experimental psycholo
A familiar face around the gist at the Naval Air Engineering
campus for the past ten years Center. Klein returned to his
has been .Dr Sherwin J Klein, alma mater from 1959-65, and
came to Wright State in 1965.
Professor of Psychology.
Klein is married and has a set
Klein, born in Toledo and
raised in Cleveland, got his A B of twin sons. His wife, Marge,
at Western Reserve University went to University of Pennsyl
vania and Byrn Mawr, and is
(now Case - Western) in Cleve
land , and spent the next twenty currently an associate professor
years in Philadelphia, receiving at Antioch.
his M A in 1947 and Ph D in
Their sons, Andy and John,
1951 , both from University of are both law students. Andy is
Pennsylvania.
now aj Indiana University Law
During six of these years, he School. John graduated from
was in the Army serving as a . University of Michigan and is
personnel research psychologist now at UCLA.
and counselling psychologist.
Among Klein's profe~ional
After teaching at Penn for five \[Continued on page 7]
by Libby Keller
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GroWing unrest found
among young
(Continued from page 5]
public. They even discuss him in
environment," he explained. their rooms, which are bugged."
"Students are regarded with
Matual
beli eve s
that
suspicion by the government. Solzhenitsyn
represents
a
They are more cynical and symbol of protest to Soviet
skeptical than most Soviet students.
The
Nobel
citizens."
Prize-winning author is generally
Agents of the KGB, the secret respected more as a libertarian
police, were often present at than a writer in his own country.
university gatherings, and all the
To Matual, the most signifi
student rooms were bugged. cant example of the growing.gu.lf
Matual had to be conscious at all between Party and people is m
times not to jeopardize any · attitudes toward religion.
Russians with his questioning.
"Twenty years ago, ~ad you
Most people on the street were gone to the Soviet Umon and
too
afraid
to
ini tiate had you been asked the ques- 1
conversation with foreigners, so tion, 'Do you believe in. <;tod?', '.
Matual
doesn't make any you would have been ridicule? ·
generalizations about what is on h~d yo~ answered y~s. T~e o~f~
the average Soviet's mind.
cial attitude today is still nd1
The professor noticed a large cule. But the people are very
gulf between what the Party says ~nterest~d. in religi~n~ and there
officially and what the people IS no hmt of nd1cul from
do.
them."
The Party is continually
Matual was approached several
lecturing the people -- through times on ~oscow streets by
radio, television, newspapers, people ~~ntmg _to sell black ~ar
even signs painted on the sides ket rehg1ous icons. Collect~ng
of trucks -- about two of the religious artworks from Russian
country;s
most
chronic o:~hodox churches has b~co~e
problems
alcoholism
and widespread among the Soviets m
absenteeis~ from jobs, he said. recent ye~rs. The government
The people continually disregard ~ondemns it as a dege~erat~ fad .
the lectures and signs.
T~e length of"the article~ m t~e
Similarly, the Party frowns on ~ov1et pr~s condemning it
long hair and rock music. Both (1con-collectmg) suggests to me
are "enormously popular" at that it i~ more than a fad,"
Moscow University according to Matual said:
Matual. Many of 'the students
He believes that there is a
own cassette recorders and use reapproachment of sorts be
them to tape rock music tween the generation of _grand
broadcast by the Voice of parents and th~ ge?erat1on _of
America and the BBC.
gra~dchildren m. ."he Soviet
1
" Students ape fashions in the Umon today. 'lh1s
is, expre~d
West "
Mat u al
adde d. in the young peoples growmg
"Everything that happens here respect fo~ religio~ and for the
will happen there in two or three pre-revolution Russian past.
years."
O~e student told Matual that
Marijuana is one fashion one an informal ~oll ?f st~de?ts at
would not expect to find inside Moscow University md1cat~d
the Kremlin, headquarters of the that ~O p. r cent of them claim
Soviet
government.
Matual to beheve m a god.
.
recalled one evening when he
Matual offe~ two mterp!eta
and a friend were ·leaving a ballet tions for the signs of rebelhous
performance at the Palace of ness he observed. "Traditionally,
Congresses.
A
crowd had they have been a hard peopl~ t?
gathered outside the building for govern. They are far less. disc1
the nex t performance. Beneath plined than we are, despite all
the heavy odor of Russian the myths we've heard .'~
.
cigarettes
was
sometl!ing
"But the peop_le's expectations
different. Sure enough, someone are .e~tremely high .. They want a
was smoking a joint.·
socialist s?ciety wit~ a human
Officially,
Soviet
writer face, .as. m Du~cek s Czecho
Alexander
Solzhenitsyn
is slovakia m 1968.
regarded as a traitor, Matual
One of .the . professors ~t
said. Most of his books have Moscow Umvers1ty was asked if
always been banned in the these signs. suggest a f~ture thaw
Soviet Union and since his or freeze m the SoVIet govern
forced ex ile la~t winter his name ment. She answered, "We're in a
is mentioned by officials only to freeze."
blacken it.
Matual also believes this. He
Among
students at
the dismisses the. possibil~ty ?f a~
universit y ,
h 0 we v er , other revolution any time m this
Solzhenitsyn is regarded as a century. Instead, he expects a
reactionary crack-down by the
hero. "You don't ,have to
government.
smuggle
in · Solzhenitsyn,"
Of the future Matual con
Matual said. "The young people
cluded, "The younger people
know him by heart, or at least
will tell you they are not afraid.
they say they do. They are not
The older people remember
afraid to mention his name in
Stalin."

We Have A Safe Alternative

ABORTIONS PERFORMED UP TO 20 WEEKS
By Li ensed And Highly Qualified Obstetricians
No Appointment Necessary For

FREE PREGNANCY TESTING
AU Women Treated With Dignity And Confidentiality

Dr Robert Kegerreis (Jeff Hiles pnoto)

Kegerreis has varied background
by Fred Steven
When Robert Kegerreis was
appointed President on July 1,
1973, he'd been here awhile.
First as a professor and Dean of
the College of Business and
Administration, then as a Vice
President, assistant treasurer and
director of administration in
addition to professor. He's been
here a total of five years.
"I've spent most of my life in
Ohio," said Kegerreis. "Woods
field,
Columbus,
Cleveland,
Newark and Dayton."
"My wife is from Dayton."
Kegerreis acquired all his de
grees from Ohio State University
over a time span of 25 years. He
received his Bachelor's of Arts in
Economics and Bachelor's of
Science in foreign trade in 1943.
He received his Master's of Busi
ness Administration in 1947.
Kegerreis did his 'd issertation on
consumer behavior and received
his Ph D in 1968 covering four
fields, finance, management,
economics, and marketing.
He worked at Ohio University
before coming to WSU. From
1965 to 1966, Kegerreis was on
the adjunct faculty. He was a
teaching
assistant
from
1966-1967. 1967 - 1969 he was
an associate professor and de
partment chairer.
In
1969, WSU
made
Kegerreis's acquaintance and
he's been here since then.
There are still new things for

Kegerreis at WSU.
"I'm teaching marketing 301
this quarter," said Kegerreis, "I

State
Representativ~
Can politicians
be trusted?
If you and I know the full truth, then we can make proper
decisions. We must strengthen our ethics legislation to require
full disclosure of persQnal finances from our office holders and
candidates. I have disclosed mine. It takes honest people to
bring back good government; people you can trust.

James S. Zehner,
Democrat for 63rd District,
State Representative
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think it's the first undergraduate
course I've taught at Wright
State."
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Klein familiar face
[Continued from page 5]

;.

I
ur Kotecha (Jeff Hiles pnoto J

Kanti

Kote~ha

by Gary Floyd
Of all the stories at Wright
State, few are more interesting
than Political Science Assistant
Professor Kanti Kotecha 's.
Born in the east African crown
protectorate on Zanzibar (now
Tanzania) in a culture that was a
blend of Arab custom and Eng
lish common law, Kotecha re
ceived his pre-college education
in that country and decided on a
career in law.
Kotecha was accepted to the
University of London Law
school, and upon graduation was

AAUP, a member of the Ara·
demic Council, Artist and Le<.·
activities are being quite active ture series, and has been a mem
in the American Association of
ber of the S & E Steering and
University Professors (AAUP) by
Promotion and Tenure commit
being chairman of the Member
tees. He is the senior tenured
ship Committee and serving on
professor, a title he shares with
many other committees, includ
Dr Milheim.
ing Academic Freedom and
WSU is Klein's first experience
Tenure, Legislative, and Faculty
with a public university. He has
Welfare Committee.
noticed that faculty apathy on
As a member of the Academic
academic freedom is a proQlem
Freedom and Tenure Commit
here, but realizes there are prob
tee, Klein served as a judge to
'ems involved in changing this,
hundred
two
than
more
review
quality of the students at
"The
faculty grievance across the
WSU has improved astronom
state, and is proud to add that
ically within the past ten years,"
90 percent of the cases were
Klein said. "A high percentage
resolved amicably.
of the students are as good as
He attributes this record to the
the average student of an Ivy
sensitivity, reasonableness, and
League school, such as Univer
high quality of academic admin
sity of Pennsylvania, which is
istrators across the state. He has
highly selective about which
~ wice been nominated for the
students go there. Seeing these
residency of the tate associa
students graduate as well as Ivy
·:ion.
Leaguers is what makes teaching
Another of his accomplish
rewarding."
ments of which he is quite proud
Klein feels that the large num
is his daring defiance to former ber of commuters at WSU is the
Senator Joseph McCarthy during
cause for a los.5 of education
the 1950's when one of his
among peers. "Students," he
boyhood friends and former said, "learn more from ·peers
teachers, also, had been accused than
professors and
from
of subversive activities by through the lack of resident
McCarthy.
students much interchange and
At WSU, Klein has been presi
education is lost."
of
chapter
dent of the local
He did leave an encouraging
note, however, for all those who
feel they are not getting the best
opportunities at WSU. "A
Wright State student is as good
as or better off than any other
at
continued his education
Tufts, receiving his master's and public university student in
doctorate degrees in Law and Ohio."
Diplomacy there.
Teaching positions at Rutgers
and Southhampton Universities
followed, and in i970 an in
structorship at Wright State.
Kotecha says he has adjusted [Continued from page 5]
well to American society, with a on the faculty does not have
few exceptions.
tenure they are going to be
"In Arab and English culture," judged as to whether or not they
said Kotecha, "there is a respect should be granted tenure. The
for people older than oneself burden is on the faculty member
and Americans are more casual to show that they should be
in this respect.
granted tenure. Now I think that
Dr McStallworth is in the of
reverses almost completely with
fice next to mine, and he's a few a person who has tenure, the
years older than me, and I just burden is then one the university
can't get used to calling him to show that the faculty member
Paul."
is professionally incompetent."

has an interesting story to tell

recognized as a Barrister, the
only lawyer in the English legal
system who can try cases in
courts.
After returning to Zanzibar,
Kotecha worked as a Crown
Counsel (similar to a district
attorney), and in 1963, was
granted a sabbatical leave to
study International Law at Tufts
University in Cambridge, Massa
chusetts.
But while studying in Cam
1ridge, there were developments
in Zanzibar.
"There was a coup" Kotecha
said "and all at one~, some of

the people I prosecuted were in
power. One person I prosecuted,
a guy named Babu, was released
from jail and made foreign mini
ster.
The resolutionary government
was executing some people, and
so naturally I decided to not go
back. I got a job in Cambridge,
so I went from government of
ficial to night hotel clerk real
fast."
With his Barristership, Kotecha
could have practiced law in
Canada after being accepted to
the bar, but Kotecha elected to
stay in the United States. He

Firestone
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to cover postage (delivery time is
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HAMBURG, West Germany
(UPI) - Children .who refuse to
wash their ears may be right,
according to Dr Ruldolf Ljnk of
the Hamburg Ear, Nose and
Throat Clinic.
Link told the newspaper Ham
burg Morgenpost "Ear wax is not
dirt. It protects the -drum of the
ear. There is no place for soap
and water in these sensitive or
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227 Xenia Ave - Yellow Springs, Ohio
Where the unusual is the usual

Submit
Contest for creative arts
Cash prizes for short stories,
poetry, graphics, photography

15% on all service work
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253-8168
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NEXUS, Dean of .Students Office Miliett Hall
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salary variance among colleges
(Continued from page 511
Tom Keller, Director of Budget,
agreed· with Spiegel's contention
that university salaries compete .
with the general market. If an
accountant with his doctorate
could m~e $20,000 in open
business, the university pays a
competitive salary, and with
associate or full professors, a
possibility of tenure.
Besides the disparities of the
deans' salaries, chairmen came
under fire by faculty members.
Sherwin Klein, Professor of
Psychology, felt chairmen
should only receive a small incre
ment for their administrative
duti es. He explained their
salaries were higher "because the
Board of . Trustees runs it
(University) like a business and
think the supervisors should get
paid more."
(See Chart B) The College of
Education pays its associate pro
fessors an average of $17 ,120,
1% or $180 less than the lowest
paid chairman. Business and Ad
ministration pays its associate
professors an average of
$18,783, .6% less than the
$18,800 and upwards the chair
men receive . Science and
Engineering associate professors
($15,900) averaged 10% less or
$1,600 under the starting
salaries of chairmen ($17 ,500).
Liberal Arts pays their associate
professors an average of
$15,888, or .7% less than the
$16,000 minimum salaries for
chairmen.

K.larquist said there was not
'set Poliey' regarding. raises for
chairmen. She said it ·was deter
mip.ed mostly by the individual,
the college, and the amount of
work involved.
The chairman is a dual posi
tion, dealing with the admini!".
trative functions of a certain
department (history, english,
etc.) and yet, still a teacher. He
is appointed by the dean of that
college for a three year period,
renewable only once.
The Handbook for Faculty
states the chairman may receive
a raise an increment or two
above his normal pay. The incre
ments vary from $200 to $225
for an instructor to as much as
$325 to $350 for a full pro
fessor.
Klein felt the position of chair
man was neo-political and had
heavier connotations than a
supervisory capacity. He said
chairmen had a tendency to per
petuate their careers by pleasing
their boss (dean) rather than
serve the faculty. The faculty
also aim more to please their
boss than to serve the students.
While most faculty are em
ployed on nine month contracts,
some Science and Engineering
chairmen have twelve month
salaries. David Karl, Chairman of
chemistry, has a nine rponth
salary as a Professor of $20,800,
while his twelve month contract
is for $25,223. The extra $4,423
is for summer administrative
work. Krishan Gorowara,
Chairman of Mathematics, is also

a full professor, earning $26,670
annually while nine month
salary is $22,070.
38% of the total faculty is
tenured, meaning these faculty
members. will have jobs next
year while untenured faculty
may not. Although no contract
for more than a year can be
made between a faculty member
and the University, tenure is
looked upon as an act of good
faith by the University.
Anyone may be tenured but
generally instructors are not.
Klein said an instructor is
assigned that rank "because he
has not yet demonstrated to the
satisfaction of his colleagues that
he is capable.of an advancement.
That's not to say he won't or
isn't able."
Instructors generally have their
masters degrees and may be
working on their doctorate. Pro
motion from rank to rank is
based primarily on teaching
capacity, scholarly ability, and
the degree of involvment in ad
vancing their scholarly disci
pline. "Instructor" is rank for
those faculty members who have
not attained their 'terminal
degree', usually a doctorate. In
some fields of Liberal Arts, a
masters may be considered ter
minal if their is no doctorate
program offered.
With instructors, there is a
contractual agreement that if
within three years, they have not
attained their terminal degree or
· shown substantial reason for
being retained, their contract is

CHART A

NAME

POSITION

RANK

SALARY

LIBERAL ARTS
Cantelupe
Francis
Merriam
Sirkin
Spetter
Levine
Fenton
Bassett
Bracher
Correale
King
Whissen
Hough
Piediscalzi
Ray
Adams
Pruett
Berry
Good

Dean/Liberal Arts
Asst to the Dean
Asst Dean
Asst Dean
Asst Dean
Chairer IArt
Chairer/Music
Chairer/Theatre
Dir Grad Studies
Chairer/English
Chairer/Classics
Chairer/Mod Lang
Chairer/Phil
Chairer/Religion
Chairer/Geography
Chairer/Pol Sci
Chairer/Speech
Chairer/Hist
Dir Social Work

Prof
Instr
Asst Prof
Asst Prof
Assoc Prof
Assoc Prof
Prof
Prof
Assoc Prof
Assoc Prof
Asst Prof
Asst Prof
Assoc Prof
Prof
Assoc Prof
Assoc Prof
Assoc Prof
Assoc Prof
Assoc Prof

$32,000*
$10,500
$17,700
$15,000
$19,700
$20,500
$23,000
$21,000
$16,750
$18,500
$15,000
$14,000
$15,500
$19,000
$15,850
$18,700
$17,000
$18,500
$18,950

Dean/Bus Ad
Asst Dean
Asst Dean
Chairer IAccountancy
Chairer IAdm Sci and Fin
Chairer/Econ
Chairer/Man
Chairer/Market

Prof
Assoc Prof
Asst Prof
Asst Prof
Assoc Prof
Assoc prof
Prof
Prof

$30,000*
$25,000
$18,841
$23,700
$18,900
$20,000
$20,400
$21,000

Dean/Ed
Dir Teacher Ed
Cont + Commun Ed
Dir Grad Studies
Dir Ed Leadership

Prof
Prof
Assoc Prof
Assoc Prof
Assoc Prof

$28,000*
$24,206
$18,040
$17,300
$21,056

Prof
Assoc Prof
Assoc Prof
Prof
Assoc Prof
Prof
Assoc Prof
Prof
Prof

$31,800*
$16,384
$20,660
$25,223*
$20,987*
$26,603*
$17,250
$26,669
$21,730

BUSINESS AND ADMINISTRATION
Barone
Daily
Dovel
Pabst
Gray
Chao
Von Der Embse
Carusone
EDUCATION
Iddings
Chait
Gaddis
Graham
Dillehay

SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING
Hutchings
Dean/S+E
Cook
Asst Dean
Schmidt
Chairer/Geology
Karl
Chairer/Chem
Wolfe
Chairer/Physics
Crampton
Chairer/Psych
Brandeberry
Chairer/Computer Sci
Gorowara
Chairer/Math .
Rolsten
Chairer/Engineering
*12 month contract. All others are 9 month.

CHARTB

Liberal Arts-Average Salaries
29 instructors ............. .. ..... . .. ..... $10,350
56 asst profs .............. ........ . .... . . $13,963
42 assoc profs .............. ...... . ....... $15,888
14 professors .............. ...... .... ..... $22,800
Education

17 instructors .............. ....... . .. .... $12,108
24 asst profs .............. .... . ... .. . .... $14,614
13 assoc profs .............. ...... . . .. .... $17 ,120
9 professors .... . .. . ... . . .. ........ .. ..... $22,070
Business and Administration

5 instructors .......... . . . .... . .... . ..... . $11,520
23 asst profs .............. . . ............. $15,600
22 asso.c profs ........ . ............ . ...... $18,783
10 professors .............. ....... . ....... $22,100
Science and Engineering
10 instructors .............. ...... . ....... $10,340
28 asst profs ... .............. ............ $18,543
45 assoc profs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...... . . . .... $15,900
13 professors .............. ...... . ...... . . $23,435
terminated.
If after receiving his terminal
degree and/or has demonstrated
abilities in teaching or scholar
ship, he may be promoted to
Assistant Professor. This rank
may be eligible for teaching
graduate studies and candidates
for advancement and tenure.
The newly hired assistant pro
fessor has a probationary period
of seven years in which to ad
vance himself to thy point of
being appointed for tenure. The
University Policy and Procedures
document maintains that this is
not a strictly 'publish or perish'
judgment.
Terrebone feels otherwise con
cerning a recent denial of tenure.
The PTR (promotion, tenure,
and retirement) Committee men
tion ed specifically that
Terrebone had not published

any papers. Terrebone said he
delivered a couple in the last
year, but none have been con
sidered for publication yet.
Klein mentioned several ways
in which the administration
could hassle or intimidate
faculty members. One was not
having an equitable salary incre
ment plan. A second was intimi
dation of the faculty so they will
not express criticisms of the
administration, and finally Klein
mentioned that administrators
could manipulate class assign
ments in a punitive nature (a
morning class and evening class).
"If the students are getting
shafted, it's not by the faculty,"
Klein said. "It's because the ad
ministration is harrassing the
faculty. But most faculty mem
bers are conscientious ...and
that's what saves the system."

State income tax
termed progressive
COLUMBUS (UPI)-The state
personal income tax "is a pro
gressive or · graduated tax, as it
was intended to be" which
should be apparent even to the
most skeptical observer," the
Center for Business and Eco
no·mics Research at Ohio State
University reported Wednesday.
Richard A Levin and Daniel W
Fromm of the state Tax Depart
ment examined the degree of
progressivity of the tax in an
article written for the Center's
Bulletin of Business Research.
The bulletin article said "over
81 percent of the taxpayers" in
Ohio reported income of less
than $15,000.
'' T lte se taxpayers received
nearly 57 percent of the total
income reported on the returns,
yet they paid only 35 percent of
the total tax," the article said.
"If we pursue this type com
parison it can be noted that
nearly 28 percent of returns
claim im income of less than
$5,000," the article said.
"This group earns only about
six percent of the total income
for aH taxpayers, but pays only
2 percent of the total tax.
''An examination of the
high-income returns yields
more evidence of progressivity,"
it said.
"Less than 1 percent of the
state's taxpayers earn over
$50,000 but they report nearly
7 percent of the total income on
the returns and pay almost 116
percent of the total tax.
"There are certainly some indi

viduals in the higher income
classes who pay little or no tax
to the state of Ohio because of
the va ri ous deductions,
exemptions and credits allowed
in both state and federal law,"
the article said. "However, these
are isolated cases."
"Of course neither the federaL
nor the Ohio income tax repre
sent either devilism or the songs
of birds," it said.
"However, it is hoped that the
data and analysis presented in
this article will convince even
the most skeptical observer that
the Ohio Personal Income Tax is
truly a progressive tax."

Fed up
postman
buries job
SAN BERNARDINO, Calif
(UPI) -- The federal government
took a dim view of Richard M
Campa's decision to bury his
problems.
Campa, 26, got fed up with his
job as a mailman and took his
pouch of mail into the moun
tains, where he buried it, postal
inspectors said.
A motorcyclist discovered the
pouch, and it was traced to
Campa, who pleaded guilty to a
misdemeanor Wednesday, was
fined $50 and resigned from the
Postal service.
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lndivtdualist collegians tricked ·intb collectivism
(Editor's note- Mike Rider, a
Miamisburg resident and a
chapter leader of the John Birch
Society, is the contributor of
this issue's Wright Statements)
by Mike Rider
There is one way that young
people-and perhaps more espe
cially, college students-like to
think of themselves, and that is
as individuals. This is the "in"
thing to proclaim while slavishly
conforming to various ways of
non- conformance to "establish
ment" standards, customs, and
morals.
~.
In dress, for an obvious exam
ple, we see the drab ant-like
conformity of sameness as each
conforms in sloppiness contrary
to some now only vaguely
remembered standard of old
fashioned "establishment" per
sonal attractiveness. In fact, the
idea of non- conformance as a
vehicle for expressing one's in
dividuality has been so eagerly
espoused that in cases where
there may have been no '~stan 
dards" established, the dedicated
non - conforming individualist
may be sorely taxed to invent
some "standards" to non
conform to!
Yet, surprising enough, it is
often the most individualistic of
college students that have been
brainwashed into participating in
various collectivist activities, the
goal of which is always.contrary
to their individualistic ideals.
Their very desire for individual
expression and recognition is
being used against them as they
are tricked into ~ coHectivism by
••

the repeated, unsupportable
claims of collectivist-minded
socialists. We see this repression
of individualism in the name of
individualism in many ways. We
see "doing one's thing" carried
to the extreme of amoral living
like animals in a voluntary commune, only to conform to another form of collectivist mentality in the law of the pack.
So the resulting conclusions
are that: (1) there is no absolu te
freedom of individuality; (2)
that degree of required conformance is best which restricts individuality least- without hurting
the rights of others. And that,
by the way, is another way of
·saying: Less government, and
more individual responsibility. which is what we in the John
Birch Society are for.
Now, having said that, it follows that there are all manner of
f o rces - primarily governmental-which require conformance and restrict individual
effort. It is indeed paradoxical
that most "liberals" who decry
their "loss of individuality" to
some oft-condemned "establishment rat-race"-invariably
brought on or worsened ·by the
.. stifling impact of big government, will just as invariably call
for more and more government
controls to solve every one of
our problems.
Then these governmentimposed solutions become worse
than the original problems,
which turns on more liberal
·clamor for more governmentimposed solutions.
This process of systematic
suicide for individualism or per-

socialism. And in the name of
solving problems and taking care
of the people involved, for their
own good, of course, whether
they want it or not, the suffo
eating clamps of big government
are gradually restricting individual freedom and initiative in
country after country all over
the world.
.
Because of our past history
and reservoir of rugged invididualism and human freedoms,
t he bureaucratic controls Of stifling socialism have grown more
slowly in the United States than
in the rest of the world. But
wherever the goyernment controls of socialism are established,
we find the bureaucratic elite of
"controllers" inexorably pushing
more and more controls on th!i!
"controllers", alias you and me!
And that brings us to consider
the biggest elite of socialist con·
trollers in the world, the supranational United Nations, a world
government of socialists, by
socialists, and for international
socialism.
The real cost of our membership will not, in the end, be
measured in terms of dollars and
cents; it will be counted out in
terms of lost freedoms, despair
and human suffering. Despite all
of its great pretenses and protestations, the United Nations has
never used its prest.ige ~nd power
. at .any time to promote the
peace or to serve the .conscience
of mankind.
Consider, for example, when
the Communist government of
Nigeria deliberately starved to
death some eight hundred
thousand children in Biafra, a." a

a name-i i i ; J i im

~·~
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submission of that province to" falsehood , a belief in slavery and'
Communist rule, the United Na the denial of individual respon
tions had not voiced one word sibility. It accepts treachery, and
of protest against so inhumane a dishonor, and murder, and every
foulness known to man , as per
practice.
Yet, we hear arguments often · fectly satisfactory means to its
used by sincere Americans to sinsiter ends which seek to des
justify out continued support of troy all of man's noble tradi
the United Nations. These can tions, his spiritual gains, and his
be the equivalents of mental painfully acquired ideals and
short circuits in an otherwise aspirations.
logical thinking process-a pre
It will allow no loyalty to
conditioned substitute for ra God, or country , or family, or to
tional thought.
anything except the Communist
The most stiking ex ~mple super-state which is plans to
which comes to mind is the become; and which depends on
argument that the United Na hatred and fear as the chief
tions is our last best . hope for motivating forces in human con
peace. This is, without a doubt duct.
the most universal cliche' used
This contrasts sharply with the
to defend the United Nations. John Birch Society, which
But how on earth can an organi stands for a religious belief In a
zation promote peace in the Divine Creator; in morality and
world when strategically . en· integrity and constructive pur·
trenched within its framework is pose; in truth and honor and
the most aggressive peace mercy and compassion; in rever
destroying force the world has ence and tradition and stability
ever seen?
and continuity as components of
Since the United Nations was our spiritual environment; in the
created the ruthless and blood- freedom and responsibility of
thirsty regime of international every individual; in good will
Communism has spread at a fa n· towards all men, and the applica
tastic pace and has massacred tion of the Golden Rule , even as
and enslaved more people, to tolerance of other religious
broken more families, destroyed faiths; in those very loyalties to
more homes and conquered God and country and family
more land than Hitler even came which the Communists under
. close to doing. If that is our last , mine and strive to wipe out
best hope for peace, we have lost altogether; and in love and trust
all semblance of sanity. .
. as· primary motivations of our
The United Nations concept is' ·thoughts and( of our :actions, In
one of unlimited governmental · our · relationships to God and
power to impose by foi::ce a , government and our fellow men.
monolithic set of values and
It is through less government,
conduct on all groups and indivi more individual responsibility,
duals whether they like it or not. and with God's help that we will
It stands for ·a philosophy com· have a better world!

to force the _1tll ·: : •d\. of ateism_, immorality,
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by Michael Graham

'/

Branson saic:l health care is
probably the country's ' 'biggest
_,,,
Dr Herman Branson, physicist business.
Branson pointed out many
at President Lincoln University
spoke on the topic, "Careers In doctors do not come from
The Sciences" in 112 Oelman, schools in the United States. He
argued that out of 350,000 doc
Monday.
.
Branson addressed himself to tors only 6,000 were black.
"A good way to think of the
an audience comprised of senior
citizens and teachers from Cen deficit is to think that for every
tral State University. Branson black doctor there should be six
said the need was great for more," he said.
_
"We are asking tile ·· federal
biacks ih medicine, and para
medical fields rel&ted to medi government to open up _more
opportunities fo r minorify' stu~
cine.
dents.''

Pres ends boycott
MINNEAPOLIS, Minn (UPI) -
Every day for the past week a
quiet war of nerves has gone on
almost unnoticed in the office of
University of Minnesota Presi
dent C Peter Magrath. The issue
is lettuce and grapes.
Roberto Acosta, a ·23 - year 
old political science major, has
been fasting and conducting a.
vigil 'in Magrath's office.
Acosta, the son of migrant
farm workers, began the protest
after Magrath announced two
weeks ago the university would
·no longer boycott grapes and
head lettuce not picked by mem
bers of the United Farm Workers
UFW.
':.President Magrath didn't look
at all the issues involved in the
migrant. laborers' plight and I
plan to stay here until the boy
cott is reinstated," Acosta said.
Magrath lifted the moratorium
on grape and head lettuce pur·
chases after a committee on
.lJligrant farm workers failed to
reach a consensus on whether
the boycott should be con
tinued.
Acosta said the committee,
charged with the responsibility
of deciding if the boycott was to
continue, was composed of to.o
many interest groups to come· to
a consensus.
'<I think the best way to
res~lve the issue is to have a
campus
wide
referendum,"
Acosta said.
In a statement Teleased by the
university, Magrath said:
"I am convinced that in vir
tually all circumstances, our
univesity and colleges can best
serve society if they. remain
actively committed to improving
the things they do. bes~, .educat
ing people and serving them in
related ways.
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Classified Ads

by Dennis Geehan
Wright State University has been passed off to most of us as a
school interested in the welfare of the general community. It was
with this concern in mind, we are told, that the new medical school
was built. Yet with the enormous amount of money the state has
poured into the school for the treatment of injury and disease, this
school has yet to produce a Health, Physical Education and
Recreation major.
Has the administration lost the gist of the adage, "An ounce of
prevention is worth a pound of cure?" The United States is sorely
short of qualified educators in the fields related to physical
education. City recreational programs are often forced to hire
persons not properly trained in the para-health fields to educate
children on the rudiments of proper exercise and diet.
Now where is that interest in the health of the community from a
prevention standpoint? I'm told that there are persons in the
education department that are interested in commencing an HPR
program at WSU leading to an undergraduate degree. But thus far,
the talk about such a development rings loud while the actions of
the administration to actively explore the possibility are masked and
cloaked in an air of secrecy. Factions dedicated to fostering an HPR
degree program balk at revealing their strategy ffearing possible
repercussions and offensive intelligence operations on the part of
those officials who might not like the idea of an HPR major.
In matters such as this, there is no sensible r~ason for secrecy. The
need for coaches, recreational supervisors, athletic trainers, and
administrators of recreational programs in the United States has
been acknowledged in open forum in the U S House of
Representatives and in legislative lobbying on the part of the
American Medical Association. HPR should not be thought of as an
option open to the school, but as a necessity to the betterment of
the physical education of the community.
Granted, many HPR programs are gradually turned into bargaining
devices .t o attract athletes who can be promised good grades. But an
HPR program run by the Education Department, autonomous of the
Athletic Department, would serve as a checking mechanism to
prevent sucl) a development.
In. fact, the school · has an opportunity to make as much of the
program as it wants since it would not be tied to decadent
convention in the .administration and design of the curriculum. Much can be learned from the sociological, psychological, and
physiological aspects of an HPR program. Its time that WSU took
the initiative to develop the major without all of the cloak and
dagger shielding of its intentions.

Ticket prices going up
by Dave Stickle
Athletic Director Don Mohr
has announced an increase in
prices of basketball tickets for
the upcoming season. Inflation is
the main reason for the price
hike and men's basketball is the
university's only income pro
ducing sport.
Reserve. season tickets for fac
ulty and staff are $13.00 and
$22.50 for the public. Children,
age 12 and under, receive the
tickets at half price. The Raider
schedule has twelve home games.

I

Individual game tickets bought
at the counter will be $2.25 for
reserve and $2.00 for general
admission. The fu ll time univer
sity students will receive a bar
gain again this season.
All full-time students will be
admitted free to the games. Stu
dents will not pick up tickets at
the athletic office before games
this year. Entrance to the games
will be based on student ID
cards. The student must have a
Wright State picture identifica
tion card plus a student valida
tion card for the current quarter.

wSu

FORB

$10 per donation.
. Plasma twice a week.
Q wt-de blocx::l evffy 8 weeks.
~ tlTcujl Satllday Free pari<hJ.

~blood alliance
165 Helena Street• Phone 224-1973
(Formerly Dayton Biol.ogicals)

-------~-----------~----'

ROOMS

LOOKING FOR small apart
ment in Yellow Springs. Will
take over lease. Have small dog.
Needed immediately. Call Pam
at 277-4506.
NEED ROOMMATE to share 4
bedroom house in Fairborn. $50
a month + utilities. Friendly
neighborhood. Female or male.
Call 878-5205 after 7:00, or
Mark ext 671.
APARTMENT, 1 bedroom, un
furnished, carpet, roomy, Day
ton, 878-9586

FEMALE GRAD seeking stable
roommate and attendant.• For
more information call Pam
890-0850.

THE SISTERS of Kappa Delt
Chi would like to welcome thei
new pledges Robin Herwegh
Dobres Zavada. Gaille Fryslie
, SOMEONE TO drive a car for Debbie Twaits, Peggy White Su
handicapped student on week Damine, Iris Sullivan to thei
ends to other schools in Ohio sisterhood.
and Indiana and Kentucky. Call
66 INTERNATIONAL Metr
233-6231 anytime. Will pay.
800. Good condition, goo
WANTED: SOMEONE to do utility vehicle or camper. $750
washing and ironing once a only. Interested callers please.
week, salary to be discussed . John at 767-7674.
Please contact Ron Wientjes, ELECTRIC GUITAR w/case
Room 136-A Dorm.
Swedish Hagstrom. Like new.
EXCLUSIVE RESTAURANT in No amplifier. $20. 298-3645
South Dayton area needs part after 6 pm
time or full-time bartender. Ap
BRIDGESTONE 1968 175 cc,
ply by appointment only, Mr
runs well , 78 mpg - Cafe pre
Ziegler. 433-0410.
pared 275-5450.

WANTED: FEMALE to share
apartment and expense with
handicapped student beginning
winter quarter. Possible rein
bursement if student needs
attendant. For more informa
tion, Call 426-6650 ext. 503 &
ask for Pat Marx.
FOUR GRADUATE students:
Share 4-bdrm. spacious house.
Write to Chuck, 849 Riverview
Terrace, Dayton, Ohio 45407
ROOM FOR rent, male or fe
male. Large house to share with
full privileges, liberal atmosphere
private room furnished if desired·
·;60 per month include utili
.es, phone, use of washer &
TWO FEMALES need third
roommate to share duplex in
north Dayton. $47 a month +
one-third of utilities. Liberal
atmosphere. Good deal! Call
254-4179or1-325-2274 .

UNINHIBITED LADIES wanted
to work with photographer. Call
Charles at 233-8513.

RIDES

AM-FM, FM Stereo Rcvr & 8
track stereo tape player. Turn
table adaptable. 2 five inc
speakers $50. Call Andrew a
426-0106.

NEED RIDE to Athens or
Wooster College any weekend. '70 VW clean, new brakes, ne\\
Call Sue 433-406 4 .
tires. $1200 Call Steve a
878-7835.

LOST AND FOUND
ON ABOUT SEPT. 12 a large
campusenvelopecontain ing a TV
manuscript in a manila folder
was sent from the social work
office 227 Millett to the TV
studio in 005 Fawcett. It didn't
arrive. If you know where it may
be located please call Susan
Dossary Ext. 582.

FOR SALE
FOR SALE-Hoefner classical
guitar for $50 and Framus flattop guitar w/cale grove tuning
keys $75. Call Fred 233-8031.

MARANTZ 2440 quad adapte
amp, brand new, still in plasti
wrapper, $200 cost $300 new
call ext 638 or 879-5438 and as
for Sam.
1965 MUSTANG. Must sel
immediately. Good engine, run
well, rieeds body work. $25
294-2338 after 5 pm.
1961 VW for sale $250 to .
good home, Call 274 4516, ·,
TH, Weekends.
66 VW CAMPER good conditim
Call Jim 253-5032, no answe;
253-9205.

MALE NEEDS roommate for
apartment $60 a month or $15 a
·;eek plus electricity and phone
on Wayne Ave. Call 256-3232.
FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted
to share 2 bedroom apt. at
Swank Apt. clost to WSU. $80 a
~on th plus 1h electricity w/w
carpet. Liberal atmosphere. Con
tact Georgia or Melody at the
Rathskeller before Oct. 25
426-6680 ext. 654.
FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted
to share houses. Call 275-9570
after 7 pm

HELP WANTED
EXCLUSIVE RESTAURANT in
South Dayton area needs part
time or full-time waitress. Apply
by appointment only, Mr
Ziegler. 433;0410.
STUDENT CURRENTLY en
rolled in Masters Program in
Psychology, Testing, or related
fields to assist in research and
writing for an Audio Visual test
ing program. Should be available
25-40 hours per week. Call
225-9511, ext 289 weekdays 9
am - 5 pm.
ATTENDANT CARE for male
handicapped student. Live-in,
two bedroom partly furnished
apartment. $80 per month or
free room in exchange, or will
work out other arrangement
222-8479.
POPULAR RECORDING artist
needs dedicated female vocalists:
two 2nd Sopranos, one alto con
certo. Must be talented, knowl
edge in theory and chord pro. gression helpful. Contact Mr
Morrison 278-5076.

MISCELLANEOUS
TYPING, MSS, business, etc
Call 434-8312.
68 SPITFIRE, hardtop, wire
wheels, radio, 3900 miles, $950 299-5365 10 - 12:00 or after
5:00.

EXPERT BICYCLE repair work,
all makes & models $5.00 pe
hour. Call 298-4366, ask fo
Blake.

BOOK NEEDED for •Soc L!Uo
"Research Methods; Issues and
65 VW 15,000 miles rebuilt Insights" by B Franklin. Please
engine, new clutch, 4 new tires, contact Steve at 278-6624 or ·
1 yr. old paint job, sun roof leave message. Need immedi
$700 Call Bill at 224-3621.
ately.
26" SCHWINN sports tourer.
Excellent cond. $l 50. Call NEED FREE ACC 201 tutorin
James at 298-80 54 ·
- Call Jim Brawley 277-6287.
CANARY, SINGER, orange in
color and a girl's jacket suede CRAFTSPERSON WILL deco
like leather sheep skin lined and rate your jeans, jackets, shirt
trimmed, call 233-6231.
etc. with embroidery, studs
sequins, patches etc. Call Terr
OLDER DODGE van - Running 263-3130 after 5. $5.00 mini
condition. Call 1-767-1718 or mum .
between 4-5 call ext. 1421 ask
FREE RETAIL catalog: Pipes
for.Betty.
waterpipes, bongs, cigarett
30 TANNED Sheepskins, light & papers, rolling machines, super
dark
brown, · approximately stones, underground comix, etc
45-36
inches.
$400
Call Gabriella's Goodies, Box 434
275-5450.
Hollywood, CA 90028.
1971 PINTO. 2000 cc engine. DESPERATELY
NEED coon
Automatic, AM radio, accent skin cap to
borrow for on
group bumper guards, steel week.
Important to futur
belted radials, red w /black inter
course of history dept. Call Mar
ior. Call 236-5617 after 6 pm
ext 271, Frank ext 648 o
MALE HANDICAPPED student
needs roommate/attendant lo
cated near campus free rent plus
money, liberal atmosphere for
more info call Roger 879-2282.

878-5205 after 7 pm
TYPING - TUTORING (French
Spanish) , resumes 299-4376
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Webb points to '76 Olympics
by Dave Stickle

CINCINNATI (UPI) - The
Cincinnati Reds Saturday an
nounced a 50 cents increase in
single game ticket prices, the,
first raise in ticket prices since
the Reds Moved to Riverfront
Stadium in 1970.

"All our costs from salaries to
supplies have been going up and
up and we can avoid an increase
no longer," said Reds President
Bob Howsam. "We take this
move with reluctance, even
knowing that it is a business
·necessity."
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Within only four years, Wright
State freshperson Brenda Webb,
has become one of the better
fem ale distance runners in the
world.
"I started running my sopho
more year in high school when
my girl friend introduced me to
the Kettering Strider's organiza
tion," Webb said.
The petite member of the Ket
tering Striders is a graduate of
Kettering Fairmont East High
School where she was involved
in many school activities. "I
never let the running interfere
with my daily life," Webb said.
'I just have to keep a tight
schedule on my activities."
An average training day for
Webb consists of running three
miles early in the morning and
:1.pproximately fifteen miles in
the evening with combinations
:>f sprint running mixed with the
distance practice.
"During the months of August
md September," Webb con
tinued , "rusually work on dis
tance with speed workouts the
main concern during the early
winter season."
The Kettering Strider is now
involved with cross country run
ning. She will be trying to qual-

IM footbaU
by Dave Stickle

_RING DAY

Thursday, Ot;toher 31
10 to 3
~~::::::::::::~:::::::::::~::::::::~::::::::::;::::·
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University Bookstore
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Center Lobby, University Center
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IM LEAGUE STANDINGS

THROUGH OCTOBER 23
Yesterday's Stars have moved
into sole pos.session of first place
in the Gold division of the men's
W-L-T
Intramural Football League. The GOLQLEAGUE
1 Yesterday's Stars
4-0-0
Sun's were forced to forfeit a
4-1-0
ball game when the majority of· 2·Suns
3
The
Left
3-1-0
the team's members had to
4 Group Project
3-1-1
attend varsity baseball practice.
& Geriatrics
2- 2- 0
The Sun's forfeit was to Group
1- 2- 1
Project, forcing the division into 6 Mung Brothers
7 Enormo
0- 4.-0
a tight four team race.
Joe's Bar turned on the offen
W-L-T
sive punch Wednesday for a GREEN LEAGUE
1 Joe's Bar
5- 0-0
44- 0 crushing of the Un
4-0- 0
knowns. The Bar and The Sig 2 The Si Eps
3 Potpouri
3- 1-1
Eps are running away with the
2-2-1
Green division lead. Potpouri 4 Fugs
2-3-0
could spell trouble for the 5 Sigma Tau Ep
leaders before the season is over. 6 Ohio Fried Turkey 1-2-2
1- 2-2
The Green division giants will 7 Phi Kappa Tau
clash Friday, November 8, at
3: 45 pm on field one near the
tennis courts.
November 12 and 13 from 4-6
Entry deadline for the IM sin
pm at the game room ·of the
gles table tennis tournament for University Center. Sign up at the
men and women is November 1. equipment counter in the locker
'rh,e tournament will . take place . . roo1? of the PE Build_ing.

Visit the W.S.U. Bookstore on ring day, Thursday
October 1. A representative of our official ring
manufacturer will be on hand to show and tell you
about our wonderful new SILADIUM rings.
They're "better than gold" at a "lower than gold"
price. Our rings are also made in .white or yellow
gold, if you prefer.

WRIGBT STA TE

ify for the World Championships Moscow in 197 3 and ran the
during Thanksgiving vacation at event against the Russians in the
Bellbrook, Ohio. The event will Russia-America Indoor Meet.
"I'm hoping . the Olympic
be the National AAU Cross
Committee
enters· the
Country Championship.
Last year Webb was one of six 3,000-meter run on the 1976
qualifiers from the Nationals to program at Montreal," . says
represent the United States in Webb. In the meantime she will
the World Championships in prepare for the 1500-meter run
Italy but she "became weak with in addition to various relays for
the flu and ran poorly at Italy." the Striders.
Her best time for 1500
With yet another year of expe
rience under her belt, Webb meters is 4:27 with a clocking of
9:50 for the 3,000-meter run.
hopes to redeem her poor show
ing of last year. "A runner has to She holds the women's world
record for the ten mile run with
be confident and mentally pre
pared for a race" said Webb, the time of 60 minutes.
In time, with the Women's Lib
who considers herself to be
maturing rapidly as a runner. Movement, maybe the AAU,
"After losing a race I (used to) NCAA, and Olympic committees
become very discouraged, but will grant the ladies the right to
with experience you realize that participate in distance and mara
thon races.
·
the individual who won has near
But for the moment Bremk.
ly ten years of training back
Webb has set the goal of becom
ground."
This spring Webb will return ing a 1976 Olympic gold medal
her efforts toward track in winner. "I'm really improving
which she qualified for the 1972 each year and getting physically
stronger," said Webb. With her
Olympic trials in the 1500
meter run. "The 1500- meters desire and excellent coaching,
isn't my strongest event," Webb Wright State may someday have
admitted, "but the Olympics their second Olympic Champ on
don't have the 3,000 meter campus with Raider men's var
sity cross country · coach, Bob
run."
After she finished second in Schul, ·being the 10 ,000-meter
the 3,000 meters at the 1972 champ in the 1964 Olympics in
.AAU Nationals, Webb went to Tokyo, Japan.
NEW YORK (UPI)-A noted
British nutritionist said
Wednesday that the theory that
many heart attacks ultimately
are caused by eating high
cholesterol foods has been "ridi
culously oversimplified" and is
misleading.
Dr John Yudkin, professor
emeritus in nutrition at the
University of London, made the
statement at a meeting of the
National 'commission on Egg
Nutrition.
He said the commonly held
view of cholesterol's role in
heart attacks was that "choleste
roi or animal fat in the diet gives
increased cholesterol in the
blood, which leads to deposits in
the coronary arteries and ulti
mately a clost in the arteries."
Yudkin said he believed" that
this is not only rudiculously
oversimplified, but that it is also
quite misleading."
He cited studies that he said
pick on ch~lesterol as a major
cause of heart disease.

\

Men perform.with trained animals
Aerialist performs unnatural act
Circus coming to WSU Friday
There 'Will be performing ani. mals, acrobats and clowns
aplenty, not at the next Student
Caucus meeting, but in the
Physical Education building, ·
when the Emmett Kelly Jr circus
. plays two performances Friday.
Sponsored by the University
Center Board, showtimes are at
4:30 and 8 pm, with admission

being $1 for children under 12:· ·
"This circus is family ori ·
$2 for college , children and ented," said Susan Stockton,
$2.75 for children of any other program coordinator for Univer
age.
.
sity Center, "and student ori
The circus features Gentle Ben ented as well."
the bear and Tony the Wonder
"A circus is a good medium
Horse, the Amazing Ashtons, the for getting together, and just
aerialist Ms Olinka and Tino having a good time. And besides
Wallenda, a member of the great that, it's inexpensive."
family of high wir.e pe!formers.

Language· day accents learning and fun
by Joseph A Storm
The accent of events were on a
continental note last Friday as
Wright State's Department of
Modern Languages presented
"Foreign Language Day" in the
Physical Education building.
High schools from around the
Dayton area including Tipp City
and West Carrollton attended
the activities, which were to help
improve student interest in foreign languages, and have a good
time.
The WSU. Foreign .Language
clubs enterta~ned the ~1gh school
students durmg t~e firs~ half of
the program with skits per-

formed in their respective for.
eign language.
Dr Emilie Cannon, coordinator
of the event, said there were and
estimated 1,500 high school stu
dents and a few hundred WSU
students attending. She also re
marked "I couldn't be happier
with the turnout and response of
the stu:lents, everyone seems to
be enjoying themselves."
The sound system at the gym
didn't function right and made
the presentations more difficult.
In addition to the skits inside
the gym there were various dis
play booths around the area,
which included everything from
. german war planes to a Wright
State admissions booth.

In the second half of the pro
gram the high schools had their
chance to put on some skits and
entertain with Fairmont's West's
"Oom-Pah" Band.
The skits ranged from a ver
sion of Cinderella to a giant
green frog, which looked like
something out of a cheap japa
nese monster movie. All these
skits were done of course in a
foreign language.
Some of the more serious pre
sentations were Mr Charles
Taylor's on "Approaches to For
eign Language Study" and Dr
James Larkin 's on "Career Op
portunities in Foreign Lan- ·
guages."

Denver woman puts the bite on rapist
DENVER (UPI)--A man who
sought emergency hospital
treatment for a lacerated tongue
· was arrested and jailed by police
Emmett Kelly Jr _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _w_h_o_s_a_id_M_o_n_d_ay..._h_e_w_as_b_it_ten
IHE 51 i0H 8i[W[iY COMPANY, Ofl iOIT, MICHIG AN <S226,

Get your heads
·together.
From One beer lover to another.

when he began kissing her.
"About a third of his tongue was
severed," a police department
spokesman said. "He (the
assailant) apparently hit the girl
and ran away, bleeding around
the mout h."
He said that when officers
questioned the girl, she told
them the man "will be bleeding
since I bit his tongue off."

by the teenaged girl he
attempted to rape.
The man was arrested by two
patrolmen who were alerted by
an ambulance driver of a man
seeking hospital treatment for a
bleeding tongue
Investigators said a 17-year-old
girl was dragged into an alley at
gunpoint Sunday in Denver. they
said the girl was thrown to the
ground but bit her assailant

NEWS SHORTS
necessary for people inter
ested in joining the State
Dept or USIA. The placement
office, ext 267, has appli·
'cations.

Foreign Service
October 31 is the deadline
to apply for the Foreign Ser
vice examination. The test is-

Locker Rental

Basketball Coach

There are still rental lockers
available in the basements of
Oelman and Millett. Rental
fee is $4 and academic year
and can be paid at the U
Center candy counter.
Vet Group

Fairborn ·c entral Junior
high is in need of a volunteer
basketball coach, and Health,
Physical education · and rec
reation majors may apply.
Practices are daily from
4:30 pm to 5:15 pm, and the
coach must provide own
transportation. Head coach
Bob Wortham has more info
at 878-4679.

Veterans interested in form
ing a vets educational organi
zation can contact Dave
Canape after 5 pm at
254-5219.
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New Scholarship
.

'.- HESEARCH ._
.LIBRARY -

T

Thousands of Topics
$2. 75 per page
Send for your up-to-date,
176-page, mail order catalog
of 5500 topics. Enclose
$1.00 to cover postage (1·2
days delivery time).

519 GLENROCK AVE.
SUITE #203
LOS ANGELES, CA. 90024
Our material s are sold for •
research purposes only

A 3.0 accumlative average,
a major in engineering or
physical science and the pur
suit in a career in air pollu
tion control qualifies students
for a $500 scholarship from
the Ah: Pollution Control
association.
The office of placement
and financial aid has details.

516 W Xenia Dr, Fairborn
878-2042
Hrs: Mon-Fri 9:30 to 5:30
Sat 9:30 to 4:30
Full line of Health Foods

